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Preface
Iqbal is an eminent philosopher, religious scholar and a
great poet. He has been acknowledged as such in the East
and the West. He wrote on many subjects from religion to
politics. He is usually understood as a religious philosopher and
a political thinker. His philosophy of ego along with other ideas
has gained a wider readership. There have been many original
research works on different aspects of his thought.
Psychotherapy, in our Age, has become very popular in
the modern world. One is surprised to see hundreds of
psychotherapies in vogue today with their theories of
personality, aetiology of neuroses and psychoses. The
psychotherapists often present diametrically opposed views
and there is no agreement in sight. The main reason, to my
mind, is their lack of true foundations of personality. It
hampers their attempts to build structures and
superstructures of personality. Iqbal‘s role as a psychologist
has not been brought forth. There is hardly any study on the
subject. His theory of personality is grounded on sound
principles and it can be helpful in dealing with the maladies of
the modern man. Iqbal parts company from modern
psychology on essential points and presents an integration of
the whole personality. He has made inestimable contributions
in the field of psychology and philosophical psychotherapy.
But unfortunately, these insights have not been systematically
framed since decades. Keeping this thing in view, I presented
my pioneer Paper: Therapeutic Aspects of Iqbal’s Thought in Iqbal
International Congress, Lahore 1977. Later, my book: A
Critique of Western Psychology and Psychotherapy And Iqbal’s
Approach was published by Iqbal Academy Pakistan, Lahore. I
have discovered Iqbal, in all humility, as a philosophical
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psychotherapist and beyond. It is necessary to understand this
dimension of Iqbal‘s thought. It will not only be helpful for
the modern psychologists to understand the wisdom of
traditional psychology but it will be equally enlightening for
us to solve our psychological problems in the light of his
vision of philosophical psychology.
The study of Iqbal in the field of philosophical
psychotherapy brings to light many aspects of his thought on
personality and its maladjustment, which normally remain out
of sight. One is surprised to find affinities in his thought and
that of the modern psychotherapists on many scores.
However, in the case of modern psychotherapists these
flashes remain disjointed and are not placed in a wellintegrated system. Iqbal integrates them within a creative
system of his thought. He does not merely talk of the
‗efficient self‘ but brings it in harmony with the ‗appreciative
self‘. He makes an integration of the psyche and the spirit.
Iqbal‘s concept of the human ego and its development is
one of the finest aspects of his thought. He presents the values,
which develop the ego and points out to the disvalues, which
retard the development of personality. All those things, which
hamper personality development, need to be removed so that
an individual may be finally integrated with the society.
Iqbal‘s prose and poetry lay great emphasis on human
personality. It is the duty of man to develop his personality in
this world and also to retain it in the hereafter. All education
is mainly the harmonious development of one‘s personality. It
is a healthy individual who integrates with society. He
develops his individual, social, and spiritual consciousness.
Iqbal takes Rumi as his guide in the field of philosophical
psychology as well. He also profits from the Muslim
traditions in psychotherapy. He goes beyond the narrow
frontiers of philosophical psychotherapy by embracing the
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spiritual realms. His reverence of the spiritual states and
stations displays his deep understanding of the mystic states
and the role of the spiritual master. However, these have to
be presented in a way, which is understandable to the modern
mind.
It is the need of the hour to further develop Iqbal‘s views
on philosophical psychotherapy so that that they form
guidelines for the Western and the Eastern psychologists in
these spheres.

12th April, 2012

Dr. Nazir Qaiser

Lahore

Foreword
I have read with enthusiasm and enormous interest the
extraordinary work by Dr. Nazir Qaiser, Iqbal: A Philosophical
Psychotherapist and Beyond. A lot has been written about Iqbal
and will continue to be, but no one before has researched on
this issue. This is a great effort by Dr. Qaiser and the first
book on Allama Iqbal as a philosophical psychotherapist. Dr.
Qaiser has brilliantly analyzed the Western models of
psychotherapy and contrasted this with Iqbal‘s approach. The
most recent trend in psychology is the preventive approach to
treatment. Iqbal‘s emphasis on action, ishq, intellect, faqr,
purpose in life, khudi, and the uniqueness of man results in the
healthy growth of human personality. Dr. Qaiser has worked
hard in deriving the principles from Iqbal‘s work and presenting
them in theoretical format. I believe it is now the responsibility
of a new generation of psychologists to further develop this
theoretical model into a treatment method, which will be
preventative in nature as well a beneficial active treatment.
Dr. Qaiser is absolutely right in pointing out the
weaknesses of modern psychology and psychotherapy in
treating psychological disorders. The Western models have
ignored the spiritual aspect of human beings. If we take a
brief look at the growth of psychotherapy and psychotropic
drugs in North America, we will be amazed that about 70
percent of the world‘s literature in psychology is being
produced in the US and similarly, the most advanced drugs to
treat psychological disorders are being produced there. At the
same time, anxiety, depression and other psychological
disorders seem to be steadily increasing every year. In fact,
the use of antidepressants has increased by 400 percent in the
last two decades in the US. It shows that the current models
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have not been able to go very far in solving the mental health
problems both at individual and at national levels. The
inadequacy of these models is due to the fact that they are not
based on a true premise of human nature. They have
completely ignored the spiritual aspect of human personality,
as aspect without which one cannot hope to understand
man‘s true nature. Dr. Qaiser has presented a model based on
Iqbal‘s work, which gives due consideration to the spiritual
aspect as well as social, interpersonal and biological aspects of
human existence. I believe this is the most balanced approach
in psychology and, sooner or later, modern psychologists will
feel the need to follow such an approach.
June 2, 2012

Arshad Mahmood

Toronto, Canada
Director,
York Psychological Services

THERAPEUTIC ASPECTS OF
IQBAL’S THOUGHT

P

sychotherapy is ―the application of specialized techniques
to the treatment of mental disorders or to the problems
of every day adjustment‖1 of the modern man who has been
defined as ―complexed, stressed, and frustrated‖. It has
various schools like Behaviour therapy, Gestalt therapy,
Psychoanalysis, Logotherapy, so on and so forth. Despite their
inherent limitations these schools have rendered great service
to humanity in dealing with the issues of mental health.
Iqbal also has served humanity immensely in his own way
be offering remedies for different human maladies. While
building up my own system of ‗Ego-therapy, which is based upon
an application of Sufistic philosophy to the clinical practices, I
have come across many therapeutic aspects in Iqbal‘s thought.
And it is interesting to note that these are getting recognition,
though unconsciously, by some of the eminent Western
psychotherapists and psychologists of the present age – of course,
much later than Iqbal.
Higher Nature of Man: According to Iqbal, man is basically a
spiritual agent and the crown of all creation. Iqbal regards
him with great esteem. He says, ―Hard his lot and frail his
being, like a rose-leaf, yet no form of reality is so powerful, so
inspiring, and so beautiful as the spirit of man‖ 2 Iqbal
considers man, in spite of his failings, superior to nature.
He says:

1
2

J.P. Champlin, Dictionary of Psychology, New Revised Edition, Dell
Publishing Co. inc., I Dag Hammarskjold Plaze. New York. p. 432.
Allama Muhammad Iqbal, The Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam,
Sh. Muhammad Ashraf, Lahore, 1977, p. 12.
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ِ
اقمم آدم اتس
ربرت از رگدوں
1
ِ
ارتحام آدم اتس
الص ذہتبی
―Loftier than the heavens is the station of man, and
the beginning of education is respect of man‖.

Iqbal believes in the purity of heart. He also speaks of his
belief in the higher nature of man. He says:

!درون ۂنیس آدم ہچ ونر اتس
ِ
ہچ ونر اتس اںی ہک بیغِ او وضحر اتس
ہچ ونرے اجں رفوزے ہنیس اتےب
2
آاتفےب
اباعششع
رینزد

―What a light there is within the heart of man! A light
that is manifest in spite of its invisibility. What a lifeilluminating and heart-kindling light! The sun is
nothing in face of single ray of this light‖.3

According to him, ―The heart is a kind of inner intuition
or insight which… brings us into contact with aspects of
Reality other than those open to sense-perception.‖4
The present-day psychology has begun to give man his
due status. Several psychotherapists realise the limitations of
the Freudian pathology and hold that ―Psychology at the
moment is concerned chiefly with the sub-normal; never with
the higher ranges of human possibility‖.5 Frankl feels, ―The
time has come to complement the so-called depth psychology

1
2
3
4
5

Iqbal, Kuliyat-e-Iqbal (Persian), ―Javid Nama‖, Sheikh Ghulam Ali &
Sons, Lahore, p. 657.
Ibid., ―Zabor-i-Ajam‖, p. 540.
Iqbal, Gulshn-i-Raze.i.Jadid, in Zabur-i-Ajam, p. 207.8.
Iqbal, p. 15-16.
Colin Wilson, New Pathways in Psychology, Taplinger Publishing Co.,
Inc., 200 Park Avenue South, New York, 10003, (1972), p. 238.
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1

with what one might call height-psychology‖. His scheme of
thought ―does not confine itself to the instinctual
unconscious but is also concerned with man‘s spiritual
aspirations.‖ 2 Some other psychotherapists believe that
Behaviour Psychology cannot keep pace with the higher
nature of man and the analogy of human behaviour with that
of animal is erroneous. Ellis thinks that a human being,
unlike an animal ―can be rewarded or punished by his own
thinking, even where this thinking is largely divorced from
outside reinforcements and penalties‖.3
With this recognition, the above psychotherapists claim to
be in better position to understand and cure man of his ills.
Iqbal‘s place in this respect assumes great importance.
Uniqueness of man: Iqbal is a great champion of the
uniqueness of man. The uniqueness of man emerges from his
high status. Iqbal says that the ―important characteristic of
the unity of the ego is its essential privacy which reveals the
uniqueness of every ego!‖ 4 Thus, uniqueness is consequent
upon its essential privacy which makes it impossible for one
individual to bear the burden of another, and entitles him
only to what is due to his personal effort.5 He refers to the
Quran and says, ―The personal pronoun used in the
expression Rabbi (‗My Lord‘) throws further light on the
nature and behaviour of the ego. It is meant to suggest that
the soul must be taken as something individual and specific,
1

2
3
4
5

Viktor E. Frankl, Psychotherapy and Existentialism, Selected Papers on
Logo therapy, Souvenir Press Ltd., 95 Mortimer street, London, W.I.
(1970), P. 21.
Ibid.
A Ellis, Reason and Emotion in Psychotherapy, New York : Lyle Stuart,
1962, p. 16.
Allama Muhammad Iqbal, The Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam,
Sh. Muhammad Ashraf, Lahore, 1977, p. 99.
Ibid., p. 95.
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with all the variations in the range, balance, and effectiveness
of its unity‖.1
The uniqueness of man is a fact which is being
acknowledged by different present-day psychotherapists also.
Personalistic Psychotherapy, for example, ―takes special
cognizance of individual differences.‖ 2 Next, Frankl asserts,
―Each man is unique and each man‘s life is singular; no one is
replaceable nor is his life repeatable‖.3 Further, Latarus warns
the would-be therapists ―not to forget the obvious fact that
every individual is unique, and to tailor his therapy accordingly.‖4
Personal Growth: Iqbal believes in the progressive
development of the ego, which can be hardened or dissolved.
The self is not a datum; it is to be developed. He says about
man, ―If he does not take the initiative, if he does not evolve
the inner richness of his being, if he ceases to feel the inward
push of advancing life, then the spirit within him hardens into
stone and he is reduced to the level of dead matter‖.5
Iqbal believes in man‘s capacity and power. ―When
attracted by the forces around him, man has the power to
shape and direct them; when thwarted by them, he has the
capacity to build a much vaster world in the depths of his
own inner being wherein he discovers sources of infinite joy
and inspiration‖. 6 Again, Iqbal has a deep-rooted trust in
every body‘s hidden potentialities. He beautifully says:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Allama Muhammad Iqbal, The Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam,
Sh. Muhammad Ashraf, Lahore, 1977, p. 103.
Arnold A. Lazarus, Behaviour Therapy & Beyond, Mcgaw-Hill, New
York, (1971). p. xi preface.
Viktor E. Frankl, op., Cit., p. 17.
Arnold A. Lazarus. Opt., Cit., p, xi preface.
Allama Muhammad Iqbal, The Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam,
Sh. Muhammad Ashraf, Lahore, 1977, p. 12.
Ibid.
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اتب ددیماز وخشی ایتف
ِ زبسہ وچں
1
تمہِ او ۂنیس نشلگ اگش تف

―When the grass found a means of growth in itself,
Its aspiration clove the breast of the garden‖.

To Iqbal, remedy lies in self-actualisation and development
of ego. He says:

اے ہک یم وخایہ ز د نمش اجں ربی
از وت رپمس رطقۂ ای وگرہی؟

2

―O thou that wouldst deliver thy soul from enemies.
1 ask thee—Art thou a drop of water or a gem?‖

Wilson expresses Maslow‘s views in these words:
―Everybody is potentially a self actualiser, and the choice is
largely a matter of free-will and courage, not of
circumstances‖. 3 Again, to Maslow Neurosis is a failure of
growth. He says that ―general illness of the personality is seen
falling short of growth, or of self-actualization. And the main
source of illness (although not the only one) is seen as
frustration of the basic needs, idiosyncratic potentials, of
expression of the self, and of the tendency of the person to
grow in his own style, especially in the early years of life. 4
Next, Wilson asserts, ―Neurosis is the feeling of being cut off
from your own powers‖. 5 Similarly, Rogers believes in
actualization and says that ―the most basic drive is that to
actualize, to maintain and to enhance the self. He believes
1
2
3
4

5

Iqbal, Kuliyat-e-Iqbal (Persian), ―Asrar-o-Ramuz‖, Sheikh Ghulam Ali
& Sons, Lahore, p. 14.
Ibid., p. 55.
Colin Wilson, Op., cit., p. 164.
A.H. Maslow, Article: Some basic propositions of a growth and selfacualization psychology, in Theories of Personality: Prime Sources
and Research, ec, by Garner Linoz S. Hall, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
New York, London, Sydney, 1966, p. 308.
Colin Wislon, Opt., cit., p. 203.
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that given a chance the individual will develop in a forwardmoving, adaptable manner‖.1
Purpose, aim and meaning in life: Iqbal states that the ego
―is a rationally directed creative will‖ 2 According to him,
personality cannot be integrated unless it has a definite end.
He adds, ―Life is only a series of acts of attention and an act
of attention is inexplicable without reference to a purpose,
conscious or unconscious. Even our acts of perception are
determined by our immediate interests and purposes. . . .Thus
ends and purposes, whether they exist as conscious or
subconscious tendencies, form the warp and woof of
conscious experience‖3 Again, it is purpose which preserves
life. He says:

زدناگین را اقب از دماعتس
4
اکرواشن را درا از دماع تس

―Life is preserved by purpose:
Because of the goal its caravan-bell tinkles‖

Iqbal considers Ishq, among other factors, as the remedy
for fear and disappointment. The man who has madness to
achieve his purpose will have no fear of any kind. He
beautifully says:

لثمِ میلک وہ ارگ رعمہک آزام وکیئ
5
اب یھب درتخِ وطرےسآیتےہابگنِ اَل اَتاف
1
2
3
4
5

J.P. Chaplin, op. cit., p. 465.
Allama Muhammad Iqbal, The Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam,
Sh. Muhammad Ashraf, Lahore, 1977, p. 62,
Ibid., p. 52-53.
Iqbal, Kuliyat-e-Iqbal (Persian), ―Asrar-o-Ramuz‖, Sheikh Ghulam Ali
& Sons, Lahore, p. 15
Iqbal, Kuliyat-i-Iqbal (Urdu), ―Bal-i-Jibril‖, Iqbal Academy Pakistan,
Lahore, 2009, p. 373.
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―Once more that voice from Sinai‘s tree would cry
Fear Not! If some new Moses led the attack‖.

In psychotherapy, as Reisman holds, it is generally argued
that ―it is an effective method of treatment when the
therapist can convey to his clients confidence in the value of
what they are doing.‖ 1 Maslow acknowledges that life of
mental health depends upon a sense of purpose. The
existential psychotherapists, who followed Maslow, believe
that a sense of meaning and purpose is necessary for man to
truly become man and that in the absence of aim in life man
becomes neurotic. According to Frankl, purpose is the lifeblood of healthy mental life, He says, ―Meaning sets the pace
of being. Existence falters unless it is lived in terms of
transcendence towards something beyond itself‖. 2 Lack of
aim in life creates ―existential vacuum‖. 3 He clearly admits
that lack of meaning leads to depression, suicide,4 frustration
and boredom.5
Action: Iqbal considers action as one of the most
important factors of integrating personality. To him, the
closed doors of destiny are opened through action:

اہجن گت و اتز
ِ ِراز ےہ راز ےہ دقتری
6
وجش رکدار ےس لھک اجےت ںیہ دقتری ےک راز
ِ

1
2
3
4
5
6

John M. Reisman, Toward the Integration of Psychotherapy, Wily—
Interscience, New York, London. Sydney. Toronto, 1971, p.2.
Viktor Franks, Article in Phenomenology, pure and Applied, ed. Ersin
Straus, Duquesne. 1964.
Viktor, E. Frankl, Psychotherapy and Existentialism, Selected Papers on
Logotherapy, Op., cit., p. 76.
Ibid., p. 23.
Ibid., p. 194.
Iqbal, Kuliyat-i-Iqbal (Urdu), ―Bal-i-Jibril‖, Iqbal Academy Pakistan,
Lahore, 2009, p. 479.
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―The destiny of this world of strife is mystery, indeed;
zeal for action unfolds the secrets of the destiny
unknown‖.

According to Iqbal, self-realization is not possible without
action. He warns against passivity and inactivity. He relates
the tale of certain lions giving up exertion due to the sermons
of the sheep, and eventually meeting their doom. It is the
reason that he does not recommend ‗art for the sake of art‖.
He says ―The highest art is that which awakens our dormant
will-force and nerves us to face the trials of life manfully. All that
brings drowsiness... is message of decay and death. 1 He adds,
―Whatever is got without action amounts to begging. Even
inherited wealth which is acquired without effort is begging,
because such wealth is taken without personal efforts‖.2
Thus, tension is not negative in Iqbal‘s view as regarded by
some thinkers. He says: ―Personality is a state of tension and
can continue only if that state is maintained... Since
personality, or the state of tension is the most valuable
achievement of man, he should see that he does not revert to
a state of relaxation‖.3 Further, obstacles and difficulties, and
risks which are involved in struggle, are touchstone of the will
and help us give vent to our hidden potentialities. He says:

ِ
امہمت میظع
زو ِر وخد را از
4

رگدد از لکشم دنسپی آاکشر

آزامدی اصِبح بلقِ میلس
ِ
ِ
رمدان اکر
وقت
انکممت
ِ

―He that hath a sound heart
Will prove his strength by great enterprises.
1
2
3
4

Iqbal, referred to by Dr. R.A. Nicholson, Tr. The Secret of the Self.
Footnote. p. xxii.
Iqbal, Zabur-i-Ajam, p. 182.
Iqbal, referred to by Dr. R.A. Nicholson, tr. The Secrets of the Self. Sh.
Muhammad Ashraf, Kashmiri Bazar, Lahore.
Iqbal, Kuliyat-e-Iqbal (Persian), ―Asrar-o-Ramuz‖, Sheikh Ghulam Ali
& Sons, Lahore, p. 49.
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The potentialities of men of action
Are displayed in willing acceptance of what is
difficult.‖

Iqbal has soft corner even for enemy 1 and the Satan 2
because both inspire man to action and help him to express
his hidden potentialities.
Moreno realized years after Iqbal that ―Victory without
effort leads to a cheapening of the cultural conserve in the
mind of the winner. Thus, not on moral grounds but upon
psychological principles, getting something for nothing (no
effort) is wrong‖.3 Harvey Cushing believes, ―The only way to
endure life is always to have a task to complete.4 To Maslow,
―Striving, the usual organizer of most activity, when lost,
leaves the person unorganized and un-integrated‖ 5 and to
Frankl inactivity generates neurosis. He says, ―Ever more
frequently psychoanalysts report that they are confronted
with a new type of neurosis that is characterized mainly by
loss of interest and by lack of initiative‖.6 According to him,
there are spiritual crisis in retirement and no holidays when
one has nothing to do. He calls these ―unemployment
neurosis‖ and ―Sunday neurosis‖.7
Further, Maslow, among others, realizes the importance of
frustration, conflict and suffering. From the thought of
Maslow, ―We learn also about our own strength and limits by
overcoming difficulties by straining ourselves to the utmost,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Iqbal, referred to by Dr. R.A. Nicholson, tr. The Secrets of the Self. Sh.
Muhammad Ashraf, Kashmiri Bazar, Lahore.
Iqbal, Payam-i-Mashriq, p. 154.
Ledford J. Bischof, Interpreting Personality Theories, p. 401.
Harvey Cushing, quoted by Victor E. Frank] in Psychotherapy and
Existentialism, op., cit., p. 124.
A. H. Maslow, Op., cit., p. 315.
Viktor E. Frank], Opt., Cit., p. 19.
Ibid., p. 124-125.
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by meeting challenge, even by failing. There can be great
enjoyment in a great struggle and this can displace fear‖ 1
Again, ―Adjustment is, very definitely, not necessarily
synonymous with psychological health‖.2
Dr. Schimmel says in this context: ―The fact that he
(Iqbal) likes to show Iblis as the active principle in life, and
even more as the spirit which is required for man‘s
individualities leads the reader close to the standpoint of
modern psychologists‖.3
Creativeness: According to Iqbal, freedom is the source of
creativeness. Being created in the image of God, man is to
create in order to improve upon this world. By ‗self-inflicted‘
pains he had already improved the world through his
inventions and creations.
Addressing God, Iqbal says:

افسل آرفدیی اایغ آرفدیم

وت بش آرفدیی رچاغ آرفدیم

ایخابن و زلگار و ابغ آرفدیم

ایبابن و اسہکر و راغ آرفدیی

نم آمن ہک از گنس اسزم
4
نم آمن ہک از زرہ ون ہنیش اسزم

―Thou created the night, I the lamp;
Thou created the clay, I the vase;
Thou created the jungle, mountains and deserts.
I created gardens, orchards and flower-plots.
It is I who make glass out of stone,
It is I who extract alixir out of poison‖.

1
2
3
4

A.H. Maslow, opt., cit., p. 310.
Ibid., p. 314.
Schimmel, A. Gabriel's Wing, Leiden, E.J. Brill, 1963. p. 215.
Iqbal, Kuliyat-e-Iqbal (Persian), ―Piyam-i-Mashriq‖, Sheikh Ghulam Ali
& Sons, Lahore, p. 284.
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This implies that the prerequisite of creativity is freedom
of the ego. No creativity or originality is possible without
freedom. Freedom without creativity is not vital. The slave is
not creative.
1

واردات اجن او ےب دنرت اتس

دبعرالیصحتِاحلصرطفتاتس

―The slave is by nature repetitive,
His experiences are bereft of originality‖.

Creativeness is highly regarded by most of the modern
psychotherapists. Rollo May believes that the healthy person
always ―shows a new element in his behaviour. His actions
are fresh, spontaneous, interesting, and in this sense he is just
the opposite of the neurotic and his predictability. 2 Maslow
remarks, ―Only the flexibly creative person can really manage
future, only the one who can face novelty with confidence
and without fear. I am convinced that much of what we now
call psychology is the study of the tricks we use to avoid the
anxiety of absolute novelty by making believe the future will
be like the past‖. 3 Frankl says: ―Life can be made
meaningful... by what we give to the world in terms of our
creation; … ―4 According to him, neurotic personalities lack
creative energy.5
The place of Society: Iqbal is against renunciation of the
world. According to him, man‘s development is possible only
in society. Disconnected from environment, man‘s capacities
remain underdeveloped. The ego cannot develop without the
1
2
3
4
5

Iqbal, Kuliyat-e-Iqbal (Persian), ―Asrar-o-Ramuz‖, Sheikh Ghulam Ali
& Sons, Lahore, p. 73.
Rollo May, Existential Psychology. Random House, New York, (1966),
p. 36.
A.H. Maslow, quoted by Rollo May in Existential Psychology, Opt., cit.,
p. 36.37,
Viktor E. Frankl, Op., Cit., p. 24.
Colin Wilson, Op., cit., p. 158.
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mutual invasion of the ego and the environment. He says: ―It
is our reflective contact with the temporal flux of things
which trains us for an intellectual vision of the non-temporal.
Reality lives in its own appearances; and such a being as man,
who has to maintain-his life in an obstructing environment,
cannot afford to ignore the visible‖ 1 . Iqbal does not
appreciate the ideas that teach renunciation from society. He
depreciates Plato‘s philosophy2 and dislikes pseudo-mysticism
on this score. He beautifully says:

رک یتکس ےہ ےب رعمہک ےنیج یک التیف
ِ
انماجت رحس ایک
اے ریپِ رحم ریتی
نکمم ںیہن قیلخت وخدی اخنقہوں ےس
3
!اس شعلۂ من وخردہ ےس وٹےٹ اگ رشر ایک

―O‘ Pir can your morning prayers
Compensate the life without adventure?
The creation of the ego is not possible in
Monasteries,
What spark will issue from this damp flame?‖

Fish, among other European writers, condemns
segregation from society and asserts that it generates
Schizophrenia. He says, ―It has been found that
Schizophrenia is more common in urban areas where there
are a large number of people living alone. It has, therefore,
been claimed that social isolation is a cause of
schizophrenia‖4
1
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In the light of the foregoing views of the psychotherapists,
one can easily conclude that the modern psychotherapists are
coming nearer to Iqbal‘s thought, which contains therapeutic
aspects. Especially those are very close who completely break
away with the conventional systems of psychotherapy,
according to which, neurosis is the result of conditioned
responses and maltreatment in childhood and wherein
personal freedom, higher nature and uniqueness of man, the
place of purpose, action and creativeness are ignored.
However, to my mind, Iqbal‘s view is more
comprehensive than the Western psychotherapists. His view
of personality, with its integrating and disintegrating factors,
is much more balanced than that of any Western
psychologist, and philosopher including Nietzsche. According
to Iqbal, integrated personality is achieved through Action,
‗Ishq‘, Intellect and ‗Faqr‘ and is disintegrated through fear,
grief, disappointment, imitation, segregation from
community, and subservience or slavery, etc. The organic
whole consisting of these factors has not been visualised by
Western psychotherapy. Some of these factors like ‗Ishq‘ and
‗Faqr‘ are simply alien to the Western thought.
It is not difficult to find the reasons for Iqbal‘s success in
this field. Iqbal‘s approach is largely philosophical, which is
definitely to be reckoned with. It is important to note that
modern psychotherapy has greatly been influenced by
philosophy. Morris I. Stein openly admits that the
philosophical orientations of our time have a great impact
upon the contemporary development in psychotherapy 1
Further, Iqbal gives central place to spiritual experience which
―brings us into contact with aspects of Reality other than
1

Morris I. Stein, Contemporary Psychotherapies, ed. The Free Press of
Glencoe, New York 19, 1961, Intro. p. 4-5.
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those open to sense perception‖ 1 Thus, Iqbal‘s field
undoubtedly, is much vaster than that of mere psychology
upon which psychotherapy is generally based, in its strictest
sense. Iqbal propounds his theory of personality keeping in
view the achievements of men and women in the periods of
Islamic history. It is from the lives actually lived, a study
which Grumman wished and exclaimed, ―shall our units of
analysis in the study of personality be derived from general
psychological concepts, or from lives as actually lived‖2 and
Allport admits, ―We stop with our wobbly laws of personality
and seldom confront them with the concrete persons‖.3
In the light of the above, Iqbal has much more to offer
than the Western Psychotherapists. To review the therapeutic
aspects discussed above, Iqbal gives a very high status to
man. He regards man superior even to angels and in support
of his view he quotes the verses from the Quran regarding
the prostration of angels. 4 Again, he has a definite view
regarding the uniqueness and personal growth of man. He
says, ―It is in contact with the Most Real that the ego
discovers its uniqueness, its metaphysical status and the
possibility of improvement in that status‖5 According to him
the developed personality is that which remains intact even in
the presence of God. Further, Iqbal has definite aim in view.
According to him, man has not only to shape his own destiny
but also the destiny of the universe, through his deeds,
1
2
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creations and unbending will. Immortality is earned through
freedom and action. He says: ―Personal immortality.... is not ours
as of right; it is to be achieved by personal effort‖1 and freedom is
attained by removal of all obstruction on its way by action.2
Next, regarding Society and Individual, A.J. Arberry rightly
comments that Iqbal ―was not interested merely in the
individual and his self-realization; he was equally concerned
with the evolution of an ideal society, or community…… 3
society is developed like an individual. It dies like an
individual, dies due to lack of aim and is developed or
disintegrated due to the values or disvalues.4
These views will help the modern psychotherapists in their
scheme of work. They have still to know a lot about the
spiritual aspirations of man, and in the words of Iqbal, ―to
analyse the contents of non-rational modes of consciousness‖5
consciousness‖5 Unless they know the foundations of a welldeveloped ego, they cannot find efficacious techniques of
psychotherapy. Iqbal addresses the psychologist on these
lines. He says:

رجأت ےہ وت ااکفر یک داین ےس ذگر اج
ںیہ رحبِ وخدی ںیم ایھب وپدیشہ زجریے
ِ ےتلھک ںیہن اس
زلقم اخومش ےک ارسار
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1

رضبیمیلکےسہنریچے
ِ بجکتوتاےس

―If you have courage, surpass the world of thought,
There are hidden islands in the ocean of Self, Unless
you do not cut it with the blow of Moses,
The secrets of this silent ‗Qulzam‘ (ocean) will not be open.

To sum up, Iqbal‘s thought contain potential therapeutic
aspects. Some adepts in psychology may disagree with my
views at the moment for my thesis is new and strange and
does not fit in the Western frame of reference. But I am
confident in pioneering this so far untouched aspect of
Iqbal‘s thought. I simply draw their attention to Iqbal‘s
prophetic vision, according to which:

اہجن اتزہ یک ااکفر اتزہ ےس ےہ ومند
ِ
2
ہک گنس و تشخ ےس وہےت ںیہن اہجں دیپا

―The new world comes into being only by fresh
thoughts, because the worlds are not created by
stones and bricks.

1
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A PREFACE TO
PSYCHOTHERAPY
AND IQBAL

M

odern Situation: This modern world has given us
several boons; but in return, has snatched tranquillity,
peace of mind, and spiritual bliss. The modern man, as Iqbal
observes, ―wholly over-shadowed by the results of his
intellectual activity … has ceased to live soulfully, i.e. from
within … he finds himself unable to control his ruthless
egoism and his infinite gold hunger which is gradually killing
all higher striving in him and bringing him nothing but life
weariness.‖ 1 Erich Fromm says, ―With all his knowledge
about matter, he (modern man) is ignorant with regard to the
most important and fundamental questions of human
existence: What man is, how he ought to live, and how the
tremendous energies within man can be released and used
productively.‖2
This conflict and ignorance have brought about numerous
psychic maladies. Consequently, a good number of
psychologists, through the application of different
psychological techniques, have taken upon themselves to
deal with ‗individuals in difficulties‘ and to cure
abnormal or unhealthy personalities. This science or art
is named psychotherapy, in its strictest sense. There have
emerged various schools of psychotherapy like
Behaviour Therapy, Gestalt Therapy, Psychoanalysis,
Logo therapy etc.

1
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Both the psychologists and the psychotherapists have in
view some structure of normal personality upon which they
construct their systems. In this respect they have a picture of
integrating as well as disintegrating factors of personality. The
disintegrating factors are immensely emphasized. Gardner
Murphy says, ―If … we are serious about understanding all
we can of personality, its integration and disintegration, we
must understand the meaning of depersonalization, those
experiences in which individual self awareness is abrogated
and the individual melts into an awareness which is no longer
anchored upon self-hood.‖1
Limitations of Psychology and Psychotherapy
Psychology:
Psychology cannot understand human nature in fullness.
The theories of personality put forward by different
psychologists vary among themselves, on the one hand, and
are accused to be incomplete, on the other. Some of these
are: Freud‘s Psychoanalytic theory; Jung‘s Analytic theory;
Social Psychological theories of Adler, Fromm, Horney and
Sullivan; Murray‘s Personlogy; Allport‘s Psychology of
Individual; Organismic theory; Sheldon‘s Constitutional
Psychology; Factor theories; Stimulus Response theory;
Roger‘s Self-theory, Murphy‘s Bio-Social theory and the
existentialist theory.
Acknowledging the limitations of psychology in giving
complete picture of personality, Allport alludes to Nils Bohr‘s
principle of ‗complementarily‘. Nils Bohr ―showed that if we
study the position of a particle we cannot at the same time
study its momentum. Applied to our own work the principle
tells us that if we focus on reaction we cannot simultaneously
1

Gardner Murphy, Personality: A Biosocial Approach to Origins and
Structures, Harper, New York, 1947.
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study proaction; if we measure one trait we cannot fix our
attention of pattern; if we take a subsystem we lose the
whole; if we pursue the whole we overlook the partfunctioning.‖1 Erich Fromm regrets, ―Despite the wealth of
data offered by anthropology and psychology, we have only a
tentative picture of human nature.‖2
Modern psychology, in attempting to become a scientific
project, is trying hard to eliminate all intervening variables
including personality. Even as a science it cannot claim to
understand man as a whole. Rather, even if all the branches
of science join hands together, they will fail to do so ―because
they would remain only a set of separate accounts of different
parts or aspects, and the man is more than the different part
or aspects which are ingredients of him.‖ 3 Iqbal pointedly
addresses the ( امرہایسفنتpsychologist) and exclaims.

رجأت ےہ وت ااکفر یک داین ےس ذگر اج
ںیہ رحبِ وخدی ںیم ایھب وپدیشہ زجریے
ِ ےتلھک ںیہن اس
زلقم اخومش ےک ارسار
4
رضب یمیلک ےس ہن ریچے
ِ بج کت وت اےس

If you have courage, pass beyond the world of though,
still there are hidden island in the ocean of the self; the
secrets of this silent ocean are not revealed unless you
cross it with the stroke of Moses‘ staff.
1
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Psychotherapy:
Being based on psychology, in its strictest sense, the
approach of psychotherapy is limited and does not cover the
whole man. The problems and symptoms are not merely
psychological. They cannot be seen in segregation from the
whole pattern of human relationships, which, according to
Alan W. Watt, ―include the conventions of the language and
law, of ethics and aesthetics, of status, role, and identity, and
of cosmology, philosophy and religion.‖1
Due to the above limitations, psychotherapy has become a
departmental affair. It is why there are several different
orientations, approaches and techniques and each is confined
to its own group, usually diametrically different from the
others. But where they do not differ so much they involve
duplication of work and wastage of energy, as they go about
rediscovering each other‘s principle and techniques.2
Above all, each group or school of psychotherapy has got
its own limitations. Behaviour Therapy and Psychoanalysis,
for example, among other Schools of Psychotherapy, exhibit
such limitations.
Behaviour Therapy:
According to Behavior therapy, man‘s behavior is subject
to learning, stimulus-response and formula of reinforcement
(reward and punishment). The ―human neuroses are like
those of animals in all essential respects.‖ 3 But the main
objection is that there are several complex aspects in human
life which stand outside of the animal world. Lazarus says,
1
2
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―When confronted by people intent on self-destruction, torn
asunder by conflicting loyalties, crippled by too high a level of
aspiration, un happily married because of false romantic ideals, or
beset by feelings of guilt and inferiority on the basis of complex
theological beliefs, I fail to appreciate the clinical significance of
Wolpe‘s neurotic cats and sometimes wish that life and therapy
were really as simple as he would have us believe.‖1
Again, the virtues of personal integrity and moral issues
pertaining to divorce, business venture etc., cannot be
confined to S. R. terms. Maslow criticizes Behaviour therapy
because the totally different personalities of his two children
contradicted ―the behaviourist notion that human personality
is a series of responses created by conditions.‖2
Next, there are many issues which cannot be justified on
principle of reinforcement. A. Ellis rightly points out that
man ―can be rewarded or punished even when this thinking is
largely divorced from outside reinforcements and penalties.‖3
Psycho-analysis:
According to Psychoanalysis, especially Freudian school,
the will of man is determined. It is only the unconscious
which controls his will. Our likings and disliking are subject
to our childhood-handling. But this is contrary to facts, as
pointed out even by a number of psychologists and most of
the thinkers. The moralists, in this context, rightly say that if
our actions are the outcome of our hidden and subconscious
desires, then we are not responsible for our actions.
This School of Psychotherapy holds that the forces behind
our present behaviour are fundamentally instinctive, and thus
1
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are non-rational in character. Thus, reason plays no
significant part in man‘s life. This too is unreasonable,
because Reason plays a vital role in the life of man. The
psychoanalysts displace reasoning by rationalizing, which is
against the facts and the reality of human situation.
Freud thinks that religion arises from child‘s helplessness.
Hence, his desire for a protecting father. He asserts that
religious beliefs are only primitive theories of Nature and the
result of wishful thinking.1 But, as Iqbal says, religious beliefs
and dogmas ―are not interpretations of those data of
experience which are the subject of the sciences of Nature.
Religion is not physics or chemistry seeking an explanation of
nature in terms of causation; it really aims at interpreting a totally
different region of human experience –religious experience– the
data of which cannot be reduced to the data of any other
science.‖2 Iqbal pointedly concludes, ―A purely psychological
method … cannot explain religious passion as a form of
knowledge. It is bound to fail in the case of our newer
psychologists as it did fail in the case of Locke and Hume.‖3
A common limitation in all the system of psychotherapy is
that they emphasize only the cure of mental diseases and have
fewer places for the preventive aspects. But, as ‗prevention is
better than cure‘, most of the psychological problems of
modern age will not arise if due attention is paid in integrating
one‘s personality. This will save it from disintegration. The irony of
the modern society is that it first creates complexes, mental
troubles, conflicts, frustrations, and maladjustments following
wrong notions, morbid attitudes and unhealthy ways of life, and
then comes forward with remedies through psychiatry and various
1
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methods of psychotherapy. But the removal of the disease does not
necessarily guarantee a healthy, developed, and ideal personality.
Well-being is not the absence of illness. Thus, it is wrong to divert
our attention to sick people only. It is, however, encouraging to
note that some of the renowned psychotherapists have started
realizing this fact. Erving and Miriam Polster, for instance, say:
―Therapy is too good to be limited to the sick.‖ 1 Maslow
―ignored the assumption that underlies all Freudian psychology:
that psychology like medicine is basically a study of the sick.‖2
Need of the time
1. Open-mindedness
Due to the limitations of psychology and psychotherapy, it
is imperative that our thinking should be free from the
shackles of conventional ways of psychology. As Allport
maintains, ―Our condemnation is reserved for that peculiar
slavery to fashion which says that conventionality alone
makes for scientific respectability. We still have much to learn
from our creative fumbling with the open system.‖3
2. Philosophical vistas:
Philosophy, to our mind, is relatively in a better position
to depict a picture of over-all developed personality. The
importance of philosophy need not be over-emphasized. This
is a fact which is acknowledged by a number of psychologists
and psychotherapists themselves. Lazarus emphasizes the
need of philosophy because it corrects the wrong concepts.
He says, ―The bulk of therapeutic endeavours may be said to
center around the correction of misconceptions. The people
who consult us tend to view innocuous events as extremely
1
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noxious, and may disregard objectively noxious situations.‖1
According to Maslow, philosophy is all the more important
because it gives values. ―The state of being without a system
of value is psycho-pathogenic, we are learning. The human
being needs a framework of values, a philosophy of life…
The value-illnesses which result from valuelessness are called,
variously anhedonia, enomicapathy, amorality, hopelessness,
cynicism, etc., and can become somatic illness as well.‖2 And
according to Frankl, this is not possible unless psychotherapy
starts with the right kind of philosophy. 3 Further, even the
school of psychoanalysis, more or less, have started to
subscribe to such views. ―Modern psychoanalysts, particularly
in the United States, have already understood and agreed that
a psychotherapy without a conception of the world, without a
hierarchy of values, however unconscious, cannot exist.‖
It is very important to note that modern psychotherapy
has greatly been influenced by philosophy. Morris I. Stein
openly admits that the philosophical orientations of our time
have a great impact upon the contemporary development in
psychotherapy. The paper of Rollo May, Carl Rogers, and
Otto Will bear the witness of having the philosophical
influence of the modern movement of Existentialism; the
influences of George Herbert Mead on Otto Will‘s approach
and of transactional theory of Dewey and Bentley on
Grinker‘s thinking are quite obvious.4
But philosophy has not to cover the phenomenal or
intellectual side only. It must recognize the importance of
spiritual side of man also. The spiritual experience is a great
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source of human knowledge. Iqbal states that it ―brings us
into contact with aspects of Reality other than those open to
sense-perception… We must not, however, regard it as a
mysterious special faculty; it is rather a mode of dealing with
Reality in which sensation, in the physiological sense of the
word, does not play any part. Yet the vista of experience thus
opened to us is as real and concrete as any other experience.‖
It is erroneous to regard philosophy and spiritual experience
as poles apart. Philosophy and spiritual experience, idea and
intuition in the thought of Iqbal are complementary to each
other. He says: ―they spring up from the same root and
complement each other. The one grasps Reality piecemeal, the
other grasps it in its wholeness. The one fixes its gaze on the
eternal, the other on the temporal aspect of Reality. The one is
present enjoyment of the whole of Reality; the other aims at
traversing the whole by slowly specifying and closing up the
various regions of the whole for exclusive observation. Both are
in need of each other for mutual rejuvenation. Both seek visions
of the same Reality which reveals itself to them in accordance
with their function in life.‖1
3. An Eastern Approach:
It is time now to originate some therapeutic system based
upon a sound philosophical thought and vital idea of
personality. The East, to our mind, can make great
contributions in this respect. The emphasis of the East on the
spiritual aspect of personality is lacking in the West. The
Western philosophies are mostly empirical and they do not
give rise to any system of therapy, which could essentially
emphasize the spiritual aspect of man also. The West seems
becoming conscious of this fact. The Westerner‘ appreciation
of Yoga indicates this trend, though as compared with Yoga
1
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there are much more complete systems which have not seen
the light of the day. Alan W. Watt places ―more weight upon
the connection of the Eastern disciplines with forms of
psychotherapy whose philosophy is social, interpersonal, and
communicational than with those which stress ―the
unconscious‖ and its archetypal images.‖ Erich Fromm says
that the principles of Jalal-ud-Din Rumi, an Eastern spiritual
guide, are ―necessary requirement for the development of a
healthy mature character.‖1 Dr. R.A. Nicholson, from another
angle, observes: ―As a result of two wars that have devastated
the world men and women everywhere feel a two-fold need.
We need a deeper understanding and appreciation of other
peoples and their civilizations, especially their moral and
spiritual achievements. And we need a new vision of the
universe, a clearer insight into the fundamentals of ethics and
religion…‖2 This deeper understanding can be bestowed by
the Eastern approach characterised by its spiritual trends in
order to deal with the modern predicament.
It is regrettable to note that all the notable psychotherapeutic systems are Western. No systematic work in the
subject, so far as I know, has been done or presented by the
East. No doubt, in the Muslim world some scattered
references are found in the works of Ibn-i-Sina, Al-Ghazali
and other Sufis; but no systematic method is available. Even
the genuine schools of Sufism have not developed some
sound therapeutic systems by their latter-day representatives
mostly because they, ―owing to their ignorance of the modern
mind, have become absolutely incapable of receiving any
fresh inspiration from modern thought and experience. They
are perpetuating methods which were created for generations
1
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possessing a cultural outlook differing, in important respects,
from our own.‖
Ego-therapy:
Iqbal‘s philosophical thought, to my mind, is mostly
appropriate in meeting the aforesaid needs. He offers the
most vital, balanced and systematic view of personality with
its integrating and disintegrating factors–a view the like of
which in completeness has not be given by any Eastern
philosopher. Iqbal was a great philosopher and was rightly
called ―the philosopher-poet of the East‖ with prophetic
vision. To Gerami, ―He did the work of a prophet, though
one may not call him a prophet.‖ Dr. A. Schimmel endorses
it thus, ―Nobody will assert that he was a prophet–that would
be…wrong from the point of history of religions–but we may
admit that he has been touched by Gabriel‘s wings.‖ 1 He
―was an heir to a very rich literary and philosophical
scholarship. He imbibed and assimilated all that was best in
the Islamic and oriental thought to which he added his
extensive knowledge of Western literature, philosophy, and
culture both of the past and the present.‖2
A system, built on Iqbal‘s view of personality, will have a
highly comprehensive system of therapy. It will not only offer
cure for modern mental maladies but also provide a good
deal of preventive material. His thought aims more and more
on the development of personality. It enables normal people
to discover their own potentialities, seek better forms of
living, and lead successful lives by self-improvement and
personal discovery. It also brightens up the outlook and
strengthens the spirit of those who for want of healthy advice
1
2
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are likely to suffer from different mental problems. Further,
his view of personality embraces many an insights of dynamic
Sufis like Ali Hujweri, Jalal-ud-Din Rumi, al-Ghazali and
Mujaddid Alf Sani. Thus, the therapeutic system, evolved
from Iqbal‘s thought, fairly represents to a large extent the
Sufi view of the above mystics, whose system could not be
developed to fully cater for the needs of the modern mind.
The most important element in therapy, to my mind, is
the development of ego or self. I have based my system of
Ego-therapy on a much wider scope than that of psychology.
I have prefixed the word ‗ego‘ instead of ‗psyche‘ to therapy
because admittedly the former deals with ―something far
more extensive than psyche and its private troubles.‖ I have
taken Ego in the sense of Self, which embraces both
transcendental and phenomenal aspects of personality.

IQBAL: A PHILOSOPHICAL
PSYCHOTHERAPIST AND
BEYOND

P

hilosophical therapy is a cognitive type of therapy. It
claims that patient‘s ailment is due to his pessimistic
philosophy, morbid ideas and sick mental attitude. ―Often it
is our philosophical attitude toward the world around us that
governs how we will tend to respond to a particular situation
or to a given set of stimuli.‖1
1. Function
Philosophical Psychotherapy cures mental maladies by
changing the behaviour, value, outlook and attitude of the
patients. William S. Sahakian rightly says ―Philosophical
Psychotherapy effects behavioural change and emotional
control through one‘s thoughts, philosophical outlook, or
attitude‖.2 Our beliefs, intellectual posture or perspective on
life can.
2. Benefit
Philosophical Psychotherapy is beneficial in removing
depression, anxiety, neuroses and making remarkable changes
in a person‘s life style. It includes cases in which more
fundamental forms of personality changes are sought where a
complete change of life style or a new attitude on life will
benefit the individual. ―Those with various emotional
problems especially people plagued with anxieties and other
fears and those facing life‘s crises and other distressing
situation benefit most from Philosophical Psychotherapy. It is
a boon to so-called normal people seeking to maintain their
1
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slim hold on ―sanity‖. It comes as a relief to neurotics of long
standing.‖1
3. Distinctive Value
Philosophical therapy occupies a distinctive place among
other schools of psychotherapy. As compared with other schools,
it proves in many cases more effective and beneficial.
―Philosophical Psychotherapy is most effective in those
recalcitrant cases that do not yield to other forms of therapy. Its
value is best appreciated in dealing with those long-terms
cases where common forms of psychotherapy have proved
fruitless.‖2
4. The work of therapist
Philosophical psychotherapist aims at getting control over
patient‘s emotions. He works on changing the undesired
outlook and pessimistic thinking of the patient. He makes
efforts to remove depression, anxiety, neurotic symptoms,
and other mental maladies, which have been produced by
unhealthy outlook and morbid ideas of the patients.
―Philosophically Psychotherapist produces changes in
behavior and acquires emotional control by modifying
thought process relative to one‘s life outlook.‖3
The therapist eventually creates a subtle belief system in
patient‘s mind and affects his personality in such a way that it
creates great faith in the patient. ―A person‘s beliefs system
affects personality as forcefully as environmental stimuli.
Philosophical beliefs can be called internal stimuli.‖4
Method of treatment
The Philosophical Therapist meets success by giving
Lectures and providing guidance. His efforts in creating a
1
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peaceful state of mind are of great values in Philosophical
Therapy. William S. Sahakian says, ―It is important to explore
the patient‘s Philosophical attitude in order to ascertain
whether it is supportive or counterproductive to wholesome
mental health. Often a person‘s Philosophical stance, belief,
or outlook adversely affects his emotional or mental health. To
be in this predicament, a person need not be brainwashed by
some nefarious group; it may result from self-administered
brainwashing. People can and do think and talk themselves into
a philosophy or philosophical attitude or a belief that causes
anxieties. ―After determining that the client‘s Philosophical
beliefs are counterproductive to constructive responses or
wholesome living, it is necessary for the therapist to act in the
role of facilitator to change them for desirable ones, the
therapist aids the client in changing his attitude or assists him
in becoming more philosophical about his condition-even in
cultivating an attitude of philosophical indifference.‖1
Iqbal is very much conscious of modern man‘s plight. He
says that modern man ―wholly overshadowed by the results
of his intellectual activity, has ceased to live soulfully, i.e. from
within. In the domain of thought he is living in open conflict with
himself, and in the domain of economic and political life he is
living in open conflict with others. He finds himself unable to
control his ruthless egoism and his infinite gold-hunger which is
gradually killing all higher striving in him and bringing him
nothing out life wearing‖.2 He further says: ―That the modern
man with his philosophies of criticism and scientific specialism
finds himself in a strange predicament. His Naturalism has given
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him an unprecedented control over the forces of nature, but has
robbed him of faith in his own future.‖1
Again, Iqbal has not only pointed out the cause of modern
man‘s predicament, but has also offered cure for his maladies.
His thought carries a great therapeutic value, and has the
potentiality of developing into a sound philosophical
psychotherapeutic system. An in-depth study of Iqbal‘s
thought makes us realise that his philosophy lends support to
many a notions of Philosophical Psychotherapy both in its
preventive and curative aspects.
1. Iqbal’s View of Philosophy and Practice
Virtues
1. Philosophy does not accept any authority except that of
reason on any matter brought before it. Iqbal says ―The spirit
of Philosophy is one of free inquiry. It suspects all authority.
Its function is to trace the uncritical assumptions of human
thought to their hiding places, and in this pursuit it may
finally end in denial or a frank admission of the incapacity of
pure reason to reach the Ultimate Reality.‖2
2. Thought possesses great power. It has both heights and
depths. Iqbal says that ―thought has a deeper movement also
while it appears to break up Reality into static fragments. Its
real function is to synthesize the elements of experience by
employing categories suitable to the various levels which
experience presents. It is as much organic as life.‖3
i. Again, Rational understanding ―develops the powers of
reflection and imagination and has the ambition to go the
1
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roots of things. Iqbal says: ―the search for rational foundation
in Islam may be regarded to have begun with the Prophet
himself. His constant prayer was God grant me knowledge of
the ultimate nature of thing.‖1
ii. Further, Rational understanding is the second period of
religious life. According to Iqbal, ―Broadly speaking religious
life may be divided into three periods. These may be
described as the periods of Faith, Thought and Discovery…
Perfect submission to discipline is followed by a rational
understanding of the discipline and the ultimate source of its
authority. In this period religious life seeks its foundation in a
kind of metaphysics – a logically consistent view of the world
with God as a part of that view.‖2
He further says, ―According to the Quran, the Universe
has a serious end. Its shifting actualities force our being into
fresh formations. The intellectual effort to overcome the
obstruction offered by it, besides enriching and amplifying
out life, sharpens our insight, and thus prepares us for a more
masterful insertion into subtler aspects of human experience.
It is our reflective contact with the temporal flux of thing
which trains us for an intellectual vision of the non temporal.
Reality lives in its own appearances, and such a being as man
who has to maintain his life in an obstructing environment
cannot afford to ignore the visible.‖3
Philosophy without Religion
1. However, being dependent on concepts, philosophy
cannot go beyond the realm of reason. It cannot reach the
1
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ultimate Reality. ―Philosophy is an intellectual view of things,
and as such, does not care to go beyond a concept which can
reduce all the rich variety of experience to a system. It sees
Reality from a distance as it were‖.1
2. Philosophy due to its limitations can not exercise an
absolute jurisdiction over religion. Iqbal says, ―Philosophy, no
doubt, has jurisdiction to judge religion, but what is to be
judged is of such a nature that it will not submit to the
jurisdiction of philosophy except on its own terms. While
sitting in judgment on religion, philosophy cannot vie religion
an inferior place among this date.‖2
Iqbal while discussing the attitude of religion towards the
limitation of man says: ―Religion, in it more advanced forms,
rises higher than poetry. It moves from individual to society.
In its attitude towards the ultimate reality it is opposed to the
limitations of man; it enlarges his claims and hold out the
prospect of nothing else than direct vision of Reality.‖3
3. A Philosophy divorced from religion can lead to wrong
ideas and wrong deeds. Iqbal says: ―Conduct, which involves
a decision of the ultimate fate of the agent, cannot be based
on illusions. A wrong concept misleads the understanding; a
wrong deed degrades the while man, and may eventually
demolish the structure of the human ego. The mere concept
affects life only partially; the deed is dynamically related to
Reality and issue from a generally constant attitude of the
whole man towards reality.‖4
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Iqbal rightly says that ―The main purpose of the Quran is
to awaken in man the higher consciousness of his manifold
relations with God and the universe.‖1 The rational method
of philosophy cannot fathom the depth of religion which
aims at direct vision of Reality. ―Religion in its more advance
forms, moves from individual to society. In its attitude
towards the Ultimate Reality is opposed to the limitations of
man; It enlarges his claims and holds out the prospect of
nothing less than a direct vision of Reality‖.2
2. Intuition as Higher form of Intellect
Iqbal understands religion as the expression of the whole
man. Thought and intuition are not contradictory notions but
complement each other. He says: ―Religion is not a
departmental affair, it is neither mere thought, nor mere
feeling nor mere action; it is an expression of the whole man.
Thus, in the evaluation of religion, philosophy must recognize
the central position of religion and has no other alternative
but to admit it as something focal in the process of reflective
synthesis. Nor is there any reason to suppose that thought
and intuition are essentially opposed to each other. They
spring up from the same root and complement each other.
The one grasps Reality piecemeal, the other grasps it in its
wholeness. The one fixes its gaze on the eternal, the other on
the temporal aspect of Reality. The one is present enjoyment
of the whole of Reality; the other aims at traversing the whole
by slowly specifying and closing up the various regions of the
whole for exclusive observation. Both are in need of each
other for mutual rejuvenation. But seek visions of the same
Reality which reveals itself to them in accordance with their
1
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function in life. In fact, intuition, as Bergson rightly says, is
only a higher kind of intellect.‖1
The need of the hour is to provide spiritual foundations to
Philosophical Psychotherapy in the light of Iqbal‘s
Philosophy, which is based on Islam and is universal in
essence.
The criticism against Iqbal‘s universalism is ill founded.
His reply to Dickenson, when the latter objected that Iqbal‘s
message of Asrar-i-Khudi lacked universality, is enough to
clear Iqbal‘s position. Iqbal says, ―The object of My Persian
Mathnavis is not to attempt an advocacy of Islam. My real
purpose is to seek a better social order and to present to the
world a universally acceptable ideal (of life and action), but it
is impossible for me, in the effort to define this ideal, to
ignore the social system and values of Islam whose most
import objective is to demolish all artificial and pernicious
distinctions of caste, creed, colour and economic status. Islam
is violently opposed to the idea of racial superiority which is
the greatest obstacle in the way of international unity and
cooperation; in fact, Islam and racial exclusiveness are
absolutely antithetic. The racial ideal is the greatest enemy of
mankind and it is the duty of all well-wishers of the human
face to eradicate it. When I realized that conception of
nationalism based on differences of race and country was
beginning to spread to the Islamic world also and that the
Muslims were in danger of giving up the universality of their
ideal in favour of a narrow patriotism and false nationalism, I
felt it my duty, as a Muslim and a well wisher of humanity, to
remind them of their true role in the drama of evolution. No
1
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doubt, I am intensely devoted to Islam. But I have chosen the
Islamic community as my starting point not because of any
national or religious prejudice but because it is the most
inconvenient way to approach the problem.‖ 1 Thus Iqbal‘s
―deepest thoughts and intuitions are of immortal significance;
he belongs to all times and to the entire humanity, because he
imbibed the best that humanity could offer and pointed to
goals towards which all creation moves.‖2
Iqbal‘s message has spread far and wide due to its
universal appeal. ―No other poet or thinker in any country, in
the East or West, during the century (20th), has influenced a
larger portion of humanity than Iqbal. None has rivaled Iqbal
in successfully arousing intellectual-cum-emotional response
in large masses of humanity, at all levels, and in diverse
countries. In fact, he has influenced and continues to
influence and ever-growing number of souls and minds in
search of truth and spiritual happiness.‖3
A comparison with Nietzsche’s view
Writing on the ―Muslim Democracy‖ in ―New Era‖ Iqbal
said: ―The Democracy of Europe originates mainly in the
economic re-generation of European societies. Nietzche,
however, has a horror of this ―rule of the herd‖ and
despairing of the plebeian he based all higher culture on the
maintenance and development of an aristocracy of supermen.
But is there really nothing to hope from the plebeian? The
Democracy of Islam is not the result of any extension of
economic possibilities; it is a spiritual principle based on the
assumption that every human being a centre of latest power
the possibilities of which can be developed by cultivating a
1
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certain type of character, Out of the plebeian material Islam
has formed men of the greatest nobility. Is not the democracy
of early Islam and experimental refutation of the idea of
Nietzche?‖1
Iqbal states that human progress follows an ascending and
infinite line; it does not know any limit. Nietzche describes it
as a circular movement; the process of evolution movement;
the process of evolution has to be started over again. This is
what he calls Eternal Recurrence. We are condemned to turn
round and round. This conception is disheartening and
pessimistic. What is the use of struggling if our actions do not
count a all and if we are bound to return endlessly to our
starting point? Thus, for Nietzche the universe is not heading
towards any end, it is nothing but a well wound up
mechanism. Iqbal, on the contrary considers it as a conscious
force which is truly creative. It provides ground for optimism.
Iqbal says of Nietzche in the Payam-i-Mashriq: ―His voice is
a peal of thunder. Those who desire sweet songs should fly
from him. He has thrust a dagger into the heart of the West.
His hands are red with the blood of Christianity. He has build
his temple on the foundations of Islam; he has the heart of a
believer but his brain refuses to believe. Enter the fire of this
Nimrod fearlessly for if thou hast the faith of Abraham, thou
shall not be burnt. The fire itself will turn, on the contrary,
into a garden for thee‖.2
He says: ―Remember, man can be maintained on this earth
only by honouring mankind, and this world will remain a
battle-ground of ferocious beasts of prey unless and until the
educational forces of the whole world are directed to
1
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inculcating in man respect for mankind. Do you not see that
the people of Spain. Though they have the same common
bond of one race, one nationality, one language and one
religion, are cutting one another‘s throats and destroying their
culture and civilization by their own hands owing to a difference
in their economic creed? This one event shows clearly that
national unity too is not a very durable force. Only one unity is
dependable and that unity is the brotherhood of man. Which
is above race, nationality, colour or language. So long as this
so-called democracy, this accursed nationalism and this
degraded imperialism are not shattered, so long as men do
not demonstrate by their actions that they believe that the
whole world is the family of God, so long as distinctions of
race, colour and geographical nationalities are not wiped out
completely, they will never be able to lead a happy and
contented life and the beautiful ideals of liberty, equality and
fraternity will never materialize.‖1
Iqbal narrates the essence of his universal message in his
poetry as well. He says:

ہی اکی دجسہ ےسج وت رگاں اتھجمس ےہ
2
!زہار دجسے ےس داتی ےہ آدیم وکاجنت

The one prostration (before God) which you do with
such a heavy heart, Saves you from a thousand
prostrations (before others).

ںیم اےسی رقف ےس اے اہِ ہقلح ابز آای
3
اہمترا رقف ےہ ےب دویتل و روجنری

I wash my hands of the ascetic‘s Faqr which is nought
but poverty and grieving.
1
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1

اشن دنکسری ایک ےہ
ِ اگنہِ رقف ںیم

The pomp and show of Alexander are insignificant in
the eyes of Faqr.

رعماج ٰیفطصمؐ ےس ےھجم
قبس الم ےہ ہی
ِ
2
ہک اعمل رشبتی یک زد ںیم ےہ رگدوں

The ascension of the Prophet teaches this lesion that
the sky is within the reach of man.

زگر اج لقع ےس آےگ ہک ہی ونر
3
 زنمل ںیہن ےہ، رچاغ راہ ےہ
ِ

Surpass beyond intellect, for this light illumine the
path but is not the goal.

ےب رطخ وکد ڑپا آشت رمنود ںیم قشع
لقع ےہ وحم امتاشےئ بل ابم ایھب

4

Love leapth unhesitatingly into Nimrud‘s fire, intellect
is still busy in looking from the rooftop.

اینپ اتیلص ےس وہ آاگہ اے اغلف ہک وت
اثملرحبےساپایںیھب ےہ
ِ نکیل،رطقہےہ

5

O heedless! Acquaint thyself with thy worth, for thou
art a drop but hast the potentiality of a boundless
ocean.

ہی اکانئت ایھب انامتم ےہ اشدی
6
ہک آ ریہ ےہ دامدم دصاےئ ک َیکوں

This creation is perhaps still unfinished,
For every moment arises the cry ―Be‖, and it comes.
1
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رک لبلب و اطؤس یک دیلقت ےس وتہب
1

! اطؤس طقف رگن، لبلب طقف آواز ےہ

Forswear the imitation of the nightingale or the
peacock,
The nightingale is nothing but voice, the peacock is
nothing but colour.

اس وقم وک ریشمش یک احتج ںیہن ریتہ
2
ِ وہسجےکوجاونںیکوخدی
وصرتوفالد
The Nation does not stand in need of a sword,
The Self of whose young men is like steel in quality.

رپواز ےہ دوونں یک ایس اکی اضف ںیم
3

اشنیہاکاہجںاور،رکسگاکاہجںاورےہ

The flight of both is in the same sphere.
But the worlds (of vision) of both the vulture and the
eagle differ.

دخا ےھجت یسک وطافں ےس آانش رک دے
4

ہکریتےرحبیکوموجںںیمارطضابںیہن

May God acquaint thee with some kind of storm!
For there is no commotion in the waves of thy sea.

 راز ےہ دقتریِ اہج ِن گت و اتز، راز ےہ
5

وجشرکدارےسلھکاجےتںیہدقتریےکراز
ِ

The destiny of this world of strife is mystery, indeed:
Zeal for action unfolds the secrets of the destiny
unknown.
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اہجں اور یھب ںیہ ایھب ےب ومند
1
ہک اخیل ںیہن ےہ ریمضِ ووج د

There are as yet many worlds to be manifested,
For the womb of Being is not empty.

وندیمیزوال ملوفرافںےہ،ہنوہ وندیم
2
ادیمرم ِدومنمےہدخاےکراز داونںںیم

Do not lose hope: despair is the decline of all
knowledge.

ایمرا زبم رب اسلح ہک آاجن
3
وناےئ زدناگین رنم زیخ ا تس

Feast not on the shore, for there
Softly breathes the tune of life.

دنتفگ اہج ِن ام آای وتبیم اسزد؟
4
!متفگ ہک یمن اسزد ! دنتفگ ہک ربمہ زن

They said, ‗is our world agreeable to you‘?
I said, ―No‖, they added, ―Upset it.‖

 وت اب زامہن اسبز، دحثیِ ےب ربخاں ےہ
5
 وت اب زامہن زیتس، زامہن اب وت اسنزد

It is the ignorant who says: ‗adjust yourself to your
surroundings‘
If the surroundings (your times) do not conform to
your wishes, you must fight against them.
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ِ
ریماث دپر وخایہ
امیشپں وش ارگ لعلے ز
1
آوردن لعلے ہک در گنس اتس
ِ اجک شیعِ ربوں

Shame on thee, only to desire
Rubies bequeathed thee by the sire.
Is there not one delight alone--To win thee rubies from the stone.

رطخ اتب و وتاں را ااحتمن اتس
2
ِ
انکممت مسج و اجن اتس
ایع ِر

Danger tests one‘s strength and capacity
And is the touchstone of the powers of the mind and
the body.

یتسہِ او روقنِ ابزار تست

راتس یم وگمی دعومہ ایر تست

لضفِقحدادنارگدنمشوقیاتس

ِ
اقمامت وخدی اتس
رہ ہک داانے

انکممشت را رب ازیگند ز وخاب

تشکِ ااسنں را دعو ابدش احسب

3

I will declare the truth thine enemy is the friend.,
His existence crowns thee with glory.
Whosoever knows the states of the self
Considers a powerful enemy to be a blessing from
God.
To the seed of Man the enemy is as a rain-cloud
He awakens its potentialities.

وت بش آرفدیی رچاغ آرفدیم
4

افسل آرفدیی اایغ آرفدی م

Thou created the night, I the lamp;
Thou created the clay, I the vase.
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ِ
ارتحام

آدیم
1

آدتیم

ِ
! اقمم آدیم
ابربخ وش از

That is humanity? Respect for man
Learn then true status of man…
2

ِ رمگ وقم از
ِ
رتک وصقم ِد ایحت

The nation dies if it loses hold of the purpose of life.

رتاش از ت وخد اجد ٴہ وخشی
رباہِ درگیاں رنتف ذعاب اتس
رگ از دتس وت اک ِر اندر آدی
3

انگےہ مہ ارگ ابدش وثاب اتس

Cut your path with an axe of your own,
It is a sin to tread the beaten paths of others
If you achieve something unique and original,
Even a sin becomes a virtue.

ِ رہ ہک او را
وقت قیلخت تسین
4

!شیپ ام زج اکرف و زدنقی تسین

He who lacks the power of creation
Is naught to us but an atheist and an agnostic.

رگاں

آدی

را

آزاد

دنب ٴہ
5
زی ادنر
! اہجن درگیاں
ِ

The man who is liberated finds it burdensome
To live in other‘s world.
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زمی ادنر اہجےن وکر ذوےق
1
ہک زیداں دارد و اطیشں دنارد

Do not live in a world of blind taste,
Which has only a God and not a devil.

The Philosophy of Iqbal has the vitality to provide
foundations to both psychology and psychotherapy. His role
as a philosophical psychotherapist and beyond meets the
requirements of the times. It helps the world to understand
the inner and outer dimensions of personality and facilitates
the integration of the individual with himself and the society.

1

Allama Muhammad Iqbal, Kuliyat-i-Iqbal (Persian), ―Piyam-i-Mashriq‖,
Sheikh Ghulam Ali & Sons, Lahore, 1973, p. 302.
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Y
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C1

žìt |X ¶: +Z¬ h
•
á ì ~: â i kZŽ ]gz¢Å kZ%Z Xì ;g @
ƒ

Ô»È EZ~ w$
ÆkZp•~Š ´‚ WgzZ—œg Ñ"p¤
Z ä: â iyg e â
X •aáäZ •

‰]äãqzggzZyj6f
:ì ¹„
 gŠ äErich Fromm

ë Z ¹ Æ Ï0

i ã̈Z ÔÿZ yg e â B‚B‚Æ DÆ {Š â L L

HÿZ yg e âž }Y 7{z Xì {¾" Ð ë› ~Š ã
gzZ
g0
ZÆkZŽ '¸{ C"gzZXce xg {0

i b§¾ÐZXì

ŒZ b§¾7ZgzZce ã™ úz›b§¾ÅyZ • {æ7

ó Xó ce*
Ñ~wEZÐj§

C2

HE
x Â! ¡ZgzZ î {Z6f {zÉ 7ð» Zq
ZÿZyg e â ._ÆëZ èE4Ó¡
HE
 F
"q
Z »
~p ÖZÆëZ èE4Ó¡Xì bZgzZ µ ZÐ\ WLZ {zXì·ùK

:ì V-,ÅkZ

"The modern man is no longer a unity, but a
confused bundle of complexes and nerves. He is so
dissociated, so alienated from himself that he sees
himself less as a personality than as a battlefield
where a civil war rages between a thousand and one
1.

J.P. Chaplin, Dictionary of Psychology.

2.

Erich Fromm, Man for Himself, p. 4.
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conflicting loyalties... If the frustrated soul is
educated, it has a smattering of uncorrelated bits of
information with no unifying philosophy. ."3

Ôk- â {zLž
L ì ÅV- 6gîO p°ÅÿZ yg e â ~p ÖZPä^#q
Z

ó Xó ì ÿZwq{ëgzZ {Ši î !
Š

)žt x¯Ýq L Lq
Š 4
ÆwD ZXì {Ç WÐ ª
qÅÿZyge â ÌwD Z

Xì _ƒ{Š% bzg ÅÿZ WZk

iÆyZ ñƒA
% ò}ŽÐ Vñ¤

u6f Å¢q
À
&ŠÐòÅ] Zg¦gzZ] ÑìXì ´ðŠB; Ðí!
/ŸG
gzZ;LZ {zª
»kZ ÂõG
„ fâZ~ kZÐŠ Z•
Û Z ÂaZ eÃÐg ±Z Ï(Xì xŠ ƒÐ ] Z f KZŠpŠŽz

X• '!
t Xn™Ýq1‡6gi qŽ ú.
Þ ‡*
gzZ+
 *
Z Øg" KZž7

ItÉ Xì „gƒ »óg’ 4z]
Å kZ a Æ A
Z% dZÆ Ï0

i W
Zk

iÆ
ó Xó ì [Â ZÐ„Ï0

i|gŠ {zžce

C4

6f Ð V‹Zä ÒçÆ nZ%Z C;Ð ¹ ~³Æ ] Ñq yZ

6
gîÆwV‰c
Z™sg ”` ´»nZ%Z

Psychoanalysis, Behaviour Therapy, Humanistic Therapy
C5

wjg Ñ" {z´ÆkZ Vƒ [™ãZzÐ ,~[Â ~ m
ôZq
Z KZ ÅkZ~

X N Wt ‚'gßgzZTZ'
ZÅq
ZC
Ù ñW~ŠŽz¸c

Š›0
`´C;%ÆqËÅ,1ˆ~ŠÌZÁ¹Ã,~KkZp

X •D Ñck

iÃäƒyzçz@Æ;#sÜVŒëçOX YV7J


ÆC.M.JoadXì ´gÃæÃ,åÅÿZ~` ´tžìt! pÅ,

:~p ÖZ

"Philosophy takes into account all branches and
aspects of human knowledge and experience. The
3.
4.
5.

Fulton J. Sheen, Peace of Soul, p. 7.
Iqbal, The Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam, p. 148.
Dr. Nazir Qaiser, A Critique of Western Philosophy and Psychotherapy and Iqbal's
Approach.
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inspiration of the artist, the vision of the mystic, the
social urge of the reformer, the emotions of the
lover, and the moral intuitions of the plain man, all
are grist to the philosopher's mill. He must also take
into consideration the conclusions and discoveries of
the scientist ."6

Ãæ Ãn%sÜt X • ïqÆ ` ´†” & § C;ŠŽñ@'Æ kZ

Š¤

Šg ZÆ/_
ÒsÜ ` ´ » àZ•
Û 6gîÆ wVXÃ,Å!%ž: • n
g

Xì @
Y ¹ "Sex Intoxicated"6gîOÃkZì F
6kZ£zGC
Ù »kZXì O˜

:ì H6
gîOSalter Andrew

Soldiers worrying about death. Mothers worrying
about children. Men worried about success and
failure, Freud sexualized them all."7

yZ sÜ {z Xì îŠ gzi 6Behaviour Æ ÿZ sÜBehaviourism

~g7Å!%X •$
Ë Y-)g fÆ/ŠŽgzZì $
Ë W~/ŠŽ îŠgzi6
]î
C;gzZì V~zb
q
Z~gzŠ {ŠŽñ ` ´ C;c
Í Â@
Y 3g 7Ãæ Ã,

ðÃÌÃV:c
gŠ Å}uzŠ q
ZÉ Xì c
Š™„~ Vâ {ZÃ\ WLZ ä Òç
X Vƒ: VYq{Z
ÃgŠ¾{z{ ZpX ïŠ7(

C8

LZ LZbzZigzZ }Å ` ´ C;yg e âžì H6gîO Morris Stein

V;z • Z{z }V˜ X • @'
Æ}uzŠ q
Z6gîx ¬gzZ • Ë~ {z¤

gzZ VßßQÆ}uzŠ q
Z {z X • Vc
i »‰
Ü ¤ ã̈ZgzZ • ìg ZC
Ù ŠÃ] !
„q
Z

X •ìg ZC
Ù ŠÆ™Äc
gŠÐQÃV:c
gŠ

C9

:ì ¹„
 gŠ äHarold H. TitusXì ¿¡6f,»Ï0

i
6.
7.
8.
9.

C.E.M. Joad, Guide to Modern Thought, p. 16.
Andrew Salter, The Case Against Psychoanalysis, p. 129.
Freud, Collected Papers, IV, 14, p. 319.
Morris I. Stein, ed., Contemporary Psychotherapies, p. 6.
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"The life of a person who is matured mentally is
integrated around a philosophy of life."10

@
Yƒ ~g ¬Ð ] §Ñ{zƒ Š
ƒyi Z á)‚f »TÿZ { zÆkZ@'

¢*
gzZ} o{ëgzZ X Lg 7.
Þ ‡ÆKÐ b§ 9ÃVzgŠÅ Ï0

igzZì

ÝZ} ZXì ‚
g‰
Ü ¤zgŠ ? QaÆ%$
Ã,g0
Z LZ,ç OXì ‚
gtzg

:~p ÖZÆ|â

"When the philosophy of Man (his nature, his goals,
his potentialities, his fulfillment) changes, then
everything changes. Not only the philosophy of
politics, of economics, of ethics and values, of
interpersonal relation and of history itself change,
but also the philosophy of education, the theory of
how to help men become what they can and deeply
need to become."11

X •{0

i6gî~gÅÑc
~gÅ{z c
Wžì @
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¸ ÂŠ
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 gŠp¤
ZXì Lg â •
Û g »gzZŠŽñ~ wqèâž%ZtQ
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%ZkZG@
ÅTì Ì»wUq
Z~kZèYÔì ðâ•
Û g»
pX Lg7à{LÐ]c
¸gzZœ£ðZŠ»Ï0

ižìCƒÐ
Ü ßZ¢qÅ‚f}gøW
‰
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¸gzZœ£
yZžì @
Yƒ {iZ0
Z Ìt Ð yZ ÔLg 7Šzö„ J
]Ý
10.
11.

Harold H. Titus, Ethics for Today, Third Edition, p. 239.
A.H. Maslow, Article: Some Basic Propositions of a Growth and Self-actualization
Psychology, in Theories of Personality; Primary Sources and Research, ed., by
Gardener Lindzey / Calvin S. Hall, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, p.
307.
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Jacques MaritanXì @

Z™kÙzgÐ VzgŠgzZVz…,{z´ÆkZ

:ì ¹„
 gŠ ä

"Human beings do not live only by bread, vitamins,
and technological discoveries. They live by values
and realities which are above time and are worth
knowing for their own sake."13

Ã,Åk QgzZì @
™yÅ] ZŠ NZÆÿZÆ™t‹Ð„zg¨,2

Xì @
Yƒg 2
ÅìZ̀gzZ àìx {ÿZ:gzì @
™¢
:ì ¹„
 gŠ äStevenson Tigner

"This capacity to believe is the most significant and
fundamental human faculty, and the most important
thing about a man is what he believes in the depth of
his being. This is the thing that makes him what he
is; the thing that organizes him and feeds him; the
thing that keeps him going in the face of untoward
circumstances; the thing that gives him resistance
and drive. Let neutrality, confusion, indifferences or
scepticism enter this inner glance, and the very
springs of life will cease to flow. Men will quit, lose
heart, yield, give up, become bitter or cynical,
become sunk in bleakness of emptiness, commit
suicide, turn to criminality or retreat into a realm of
phantasy."14
12.
13.
14.

Iqbal, op., cit., p. 42-43.
Jacques Maritain, On the Use of Philosophy, pp.6-7.
Hug Stevenson Tigner, No Sign Shall be Given.
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"The y s p r i ng u p f r o m th e s am e r oot an d
complement each other. Both seek visions of the
same Reality which reveals itself to them in
accordance with their functions in life."17

ïg *
~ *Š ÇÿZgzZì @
™ Za tzg wë,._Æ Harold Titus

:ì @
Yƒ.
Þ ‡Æä™¬Ï0

i

"A realistic attitude toward one's personal problems,
toward one's relationships with other people and
toward the world is a condition of mental health."18

Ï0

i ïg *
Xì @
Ñ :Zz ¿¯§ïg *
Æ™ Za tzg „
 gŠ ~ Ï0

i, 2

{zX Lg7~ ]÷Zpwë)gzZ Ï0

i Ç){zì C2xg~ *Š ÇÃÿZ
s ™Ãx ·ZÆ]Ñì,žt h
'
× Xì @
™ì‡] ©b!
gzZ yi ZáÐ VzuzŠ
:wD Zw– Xì @
™ðÉgs§Å÷„
 gŠQgzZXì @
™gz™ÃVåZ6fÆ™
"A wrong concept misleads understanding; a wrong
deed degrades the whole man, and may eventually
demolish the structure of the human ego."19

Å] Ñì: ‘ÒçÆ` ´ C;gzZ];C
Ù â g Ñ"žì ™f .
Þ ‡] !
t

:._ÆRollo MayX •D™tÃVzgŠ

"...there is growing recognition of the relationship
between mental illness and one's philosophy of life
and death."20
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Iqbal, op., cit., p. 5.
Dr. Muhammad Maruf, Article, "Iqbal's Philosophy of Religion".
Iqbal, op., cit., p. 2.
Harold H. Titus, op., cit., p. 239.
Iqbal, op., cit., p. 146.
Rollo May, Existential Psychology, p. 63.
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:ì H Allport
"The philosophy of the person is inseparable from
the psychology of the person."21

!Å;#Xì ‚
g6self gzZ úz›ã̈Z ~Š ã
Åwì LZžŽ |â x ;Z'
Z

:ì H{zXì @
™tÃVzgŠ

"The state of being without a system of values is
ps y c ho p at ho g e n i c , w e a r e l e a r n i ng . . . T h e
value-illnesses which result from valuelessness are
called, variously anhedonia, anomie, apathy,
amorality, hopelessness, cynicism, etc., and can
become somatic illness as well."22

` ´T §4‚¡Š ã
ÅT Behaviourism._ÆBarbara Engler

:._Æk QXì C™tÃÌZÅ,Ì{zì6

"Because of the earlier struggle to gain recognition as
a science, many psychologists, particularly of
behaviourist orientation, are suspicious of recent
efforts by personality theorists to defy strict scientific
methodology and reassert the philosophical character
of psychology."23

:._ÆLazarus

"The bulk of therapeutic endeavours may be said to
centre around the correction of misconceptions. The
people who consult us tend to view innocuous
events as extremely noxious, and may disregard
objectively noxious situations."24

Šã
ÅwjLZ äTgzZì ]
ñ»wjÆ3êÍßžŽ Victor FranklQ

:ì HXì ¿g6
£zG: ‘

21.
22.
23.
24.

Allport, G.W., Pattern and Growth in Personality.
A.H.Maslow, Article, op., cit., p. 312.
Barbara Engler, Persoanlity Theories, p. 460.
Arnold A. Lazarus, Behaviour - Therapy and Beyond, p. 165.
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"In contrast with many other therapies, however,
Logotherapy is based on an implicit philosophy of
life. More specifically, it is based on three
fundamental assumptions which form a chain of
interconnected links: (1) Freedom of Will; (2) Will to
Meani ng; (3) Meani ng of Li fe ." 25 He s ay s,
"...psychotherapy can only have an unconditional
belief in the meaning of life, every life, if it starts
with the right kind of philosophy, if it chooses the
right philosophy."26

:ì @
™yÒV-ÃÌZÅ,Morris Stien

"The papers of Rollo May, Carl Rogers, and Otto
Will bear the witness of having the philosophical
influence of the modern movement of
Existentialism. The influence of George Herbert
Mead on Otto Will's approach and of transactional
theory of Dewey and Bentley on Grinker's thinking
is quite obvious."27

egzg; Xì „g Y ÅtÌZ Å,Ì~yZyÆ¥žƒ±5Ì] !
t

:•ë FormsworthWz6
Æ;gE-

"...medicine is now confronted with the task of
enlarging its function... Physicians must of necessity
indulge in philosophy."28
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ÌZ ÂÒçC;Xì *
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gz Z î {Q Z Â ¬ ž ì t h ø 0Å Ì‚Î yg e â
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
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Victor E. Frankl, Psychotherapy and Existentialism, p. 2.
Ibid., p. 130.
Morris I. Stein, ed., op., cit., pp. 4-5.
Farnsworth, referred to by Victor E. Frankl, op., cit., p. 90.
Erving & Miriam Polster, Gestalt Therapy Integrated, p. 23.
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Z6gî
:ì ¹ Oä4ZgWŸgXì YYXÐV-g FC;Â, ™ Za°W

"In the human situation love is a therapeutic means
which prevents neurosis, greed, rivalry, and
eliminates jealousy. In fact, true love does not stand
in opposition to hate, as is generally thought, but
absorbs it."30
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ÑñFromm
"The principles that Rumi practiced, are viewed by
Erich Fromm as a necessary requirement for the
development of a healthy and mature character."31
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30.
31.

A. Raza Arasteh, Rumi the Persian, p. 164.
A. Reza Arasteh, op., cit., 186.
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"Erich Fromm does not believe that well-being is the
absence of illness, nor does he limit the purpose of
psychoanalysis to "the liberation of the human being
from his neurotic symptoms, inhibitions and
abnormalities of character"32, as did Freud. Rather
"Fromm deduces his concept of well-being from the
state of a matured and healthy man, that is, the
presence of joy."33
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32.
33.

Sigmund Freud, Analysis Terminable and Unterminable collected papers, vol 5,
p. 316.
Referred to by Reza Arasteh, op., cit., p. 178.
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